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MARMOT RESEARCH EARNS UM STUDENT PRESTIGIOUS SCHOLARSHIPS 
MISSOULA, Mont. -
Sue Griffin, a University of Montana forestry and conservation doctoral student, was 
awarded a Canon National Park Science Scholars Program Scholarship for her marmot research 
in Olympic National Park, Wash.
The scholarship, which is awarded on a competitive basis annually, grants selected Ph. D. 
students $78,000 in scholarship funds to conduct research essential to the conservation of 
national parks. The scholarship program is a collaboration among Canon U.S.A. Inc., the 
American Association for the Advancement of Science and the U.S. National Park Service.
Griffin is one of eight students across the United States to win the award “designed to 
support first-rate research in a very science-based program,” said Scott Mills, UM associate 
professor of forestry and conservation.
“I think winning this most prestigious award should be underscored. She’s very active in 
educating people about how science affects (their) everyday lives,” said Mills. “She’s done a 
wonderful job of educating the public, as well as gaining scientific knowledge.”
Griffin proposed her research project on the Marmota Olympus, or Olympic marmot, an 
endemic species found only in the high-elevation meadows of the Olympic Peninsula on the 
Washington coast. There are roughly 2,000 to 4,000 marmots of this species in Olympic National 
Park, and their noticeable decline in population has park officials worried. Her project is
-more-
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designed to discover if the marmot population in the park is declining, like some other species of 
marmots located elsewhere, as well as study marmot movements.
Griffin tracks the movement of marmots by a non-invasive DNA technique. She places a 
stick in marmot burrows, and when the marmot pops out of his hole a DNA sample is left on the 
stick from the marmot’s fur. This process, along with observation and telemetry — a way for 
researchers to follow the route patterns of species by placing locator devices on them -  is how 
Griffin plans to obtain data on marmot movement across the park.
Because understanding movement patterns is important to sustain existence of a species, 
by studying the marmots, Mills hopes Griffin will find patterns that could be applied to species 
activity elsewhere.
Marmots are a good model system to study the effects of global warming and 
movement, Mills said, because they key in to how other species may react to the same 
conditions.
Griffin has worked on this project at the University for two years. She received her 
undergraduate degree from UM and then decided to skip her master’s degree and go straight for 
her Ph.D.
Griffin is a 2004 recipient of the $10,000 Budweiser Conservation Scholarship. She also 
won a National Science Foundation fellowship, Environmental Protection Agency fellowship and 
a National Science Foundation grant.
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